Abstract. In this paper an O(n) parallel algorithm is presented for fast unranking t{ary trees with n internal nodes in Zaks' representation. A sequential O(nt) algorithm is derived on the basis of dynamic programming paradigm. In the parallel version of the algorithm processing is performed in a dedicated parallel architecture containing certain systolic and associative features. At rst a coe cient table is created by systolic computations. Then, n subsequent elements of a tree codeword is computed in O(1) time through associative search operations.
Introduction
Listing, ranking and unranking of combinatorial objects is important in computer science and engineering 10]. Binary and t{ary trees are among fundamental combinatorial structures, therefore their representation, generation and ranking techniques are of great interest from both theoretical and practical point of view. There are well known equivalence relations between such objects as binary trees, full binary trees, ordered trees, well{formed parentheses, standard tableaux and ballot sequences 29] .
Many di erent representations and sequential generation algorithms were invented and used for binary and t{ary trees, f.i. bitstrings, x{sequences, y{sequences, w{sequences, z{sequences etc. 4, 5, 9, 16, 18{20,25{28, 31, 35, 36] . In recent y ears a number of algorithms for random generation of tree sequences was developed 3, 21, 30] . Two parallel generation algorithms in a linear array model and in an associative model were proposed providing parallelization of computations on the object level 2, 15] . Sequential ranking and unranking algorithms were developed for binary trees 9] and t{ary trees 5, 27, 31, 36] .
Parallelization of a generation algorithm on the set of objects level is possible by means of an adaptive s c heme. The linearly ordered sequence of objects is devided into k subsequences of equal size, where k is a numb e r o f a vailable processors. An unranking algorithm is used for determining the rst object of each subsequence. Random generation of combinatorial objects from integer sequences is straightforeward with the help of an unranking algorithm. The main disadvantage of this approach is a necessity of dealing with large numbers, therefore some more advanced techniques has been proposed 30]. Ranking and unranking algorithms are applied for some versatile crossover operators on chromosomes in genetic algorithms 32]. Although the cited paper referes to permutation chromosomes only, the method can be adapted to other combinatorial objects as well.
In the present paper we propose a new parallel algorithm for unranking t{ ary trees developed on the basis of a dynamic programming technique. Parallel dynamic programming was successfully applied in many application areas 6, 23, 33, 34] , including automata theory 17, 24] . Dynamic programming was also used in sequential algorithms for unranking combinations 7, 12, 13], partitions 12] and some other combinatorial objects 8]. Although unranking problems are inherently sequential a portion of computations can be parallelized. However, many sequential algorithms are not suitable for parallelization. Till now parallel dynamic programming algorithms were proposed for unranking combinations 14] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces a representation of t{ary trees. Then, a sequential algorithms for unranking of t{ary trees in Zaks' representation is presented in section 3. Section 4 describes a model of parallel computations and a parallel dynamic programming algorithm. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
Representations of t{ary Trees
Let us introduce basic notions used throughout this paper and basic representations of t{ary trees with n internal nodes in the form of z{sequences and x{sequences. Table 1 ).
If suplementary conditions: 1. m=(n-1)t+1 2. a i < a j , for i < j and i, j 2 I a n The number of all t{ary trees with n internal nodes is denoted by B(n t) = (tn)!=n!(tn ; n + 1)!. The number of binary trees B(n 2) is known as Catalan numberC(n).
For given n and t, the number of all choice functions is a fraction Let us introduce now the concept of Ruskey numbers 27]. The number of di erent (n,t){trees (i.e. t{ary trees with n internal nodes) less then or equal to =< z 1 : : : z n;i+1 z n;i+2 : : : z n >2< T i > i2I with xed < z 1 : : : z n;i+1 > In this section we assume t{ary trees to be represented by increasing choice fuctions of restricted growth (z{sequences).
In the algorithm UNRANKTREE presented in Fig.1 Table 2 ). Each coe cient R t n (i j) i s mapped to the cell RT i, j]. In the dynamic programming approach w e a s s u m e that the table RT with Ruskey numbers is precomputed.
Theorem 1. Algorithm UNRANKTREE is correct and its asymptotic computational complexity is O(nt).
Proof. The set of all B(n,t) trees can be shown in the form of a rooted ordered tree of height n (see Fig.2 ). There are n(t-1)-1 nodes with depth n. Each n o d e with depth i, 0 i n-1, has it ; k + 1 descendants, where k is Input : n | n umberofinternal nodes, t | degree of tree nodes, Index | rank of the choice function representing t{ary tree (1 Index B(n,t)), an integer label for edge connecting given node with its ancestor (for root that has no ancestor we assume k = 0), and edges connecting given node with its descendants are labeled by k+1, k+2, : : : , it + 1, respectively.
In this way all nodes with depth i as well as all paths are ordered in the tree. Traversing the tree in preorder and listing all paths from the root to subsequent leaves | by sequences of edge labels | is equivalent to generation (enumeration) of all B(n,t) trees in increasing lexicographic order. Let us assign to all such paths their ranks in decreasing lexicographic order. Unranking the object with rank Index in the tree is equivalent to nding in the tree the path with rank Index'=B(n,t)|Index|1, 0 Index, Index' B(n,t)|1.
Every node of the tree with depth i has an integer label equal to the sum of all leaves of ordered subtrees rooted i in this node and all its siblings with depth i following it. Each node label is a Ruskey coe cient. We determine the path with rank Index' by determining a proper subtrees on the consequtive l e v els starting from the root. Rooted subtrees on ith level are viewed in the decreasing order of their size (size means in this case the number of subtree leaves). (5) 11 denotes node label.
In order to do this the current Index' of the choice function is compared with node labels R t n (i j) a n d t a k en from the cell RT i, j]. In each l e v e l i n o m o r e t h e n (n|i+1)(t|1)|1 comparisons are made and before the next step rank Index' is modi ed (step 4.1.1 of the algorithm).
Step 4 with complexity O(1) is repeated O(nt) times. Condition RT i,j] Index' is satis ed n times in each step 4, and next item of the required object is obtained. Hence, the total complexity o f t h e algorithm is O(nt).
Parallel Algorithm for Unranking t{ary Trees
In the algorithm UNRANKTREE two computational processes can be parallelized: 1) creation of the coe cient table RT, and 2) searching in the coe cient table RT. Let us notice that elements in ith row of RT form a sequence which is increasing with column index j. This property is essential for speeding up the search i n R T r o ws. For given pair fn,tg generation of RT requires O(nt) steps.
Generation of the table RT from recursive formulas presented in section 2 may be parallelized through systolic computations. Hardware implementation of corresponding systolic array in a dedicated parallel architecture is straightforward and therefore will be omitted here.
Input : n { number of internal nodes, t { degree of tree nodes, Index { rank of the choice function representing t{ary tree (1 Index B(n,t), Table RT with elements RT i, j] containing Ruskey numbersR t n (i j).
Output: Table T Search in consequtive rows of the coe cient table RT is organized in an associative manner. Rank Index' loaded into pattern register is simultaneously compared with all values stored in the cells of the ith row of the table RT. This reduces the search time in the ith row to O(1). In this way the value T n|i+1] is determined. Before the next step the rank Index' is modi ed in the step 4.3 of the algorithm. Each iteration in the step 4 has time complexity O(1). Hence, the number of iterations is n, hence the total complexity of the algorithm is O(n).
